
Ash Wednesday, March 6, 2019

by Tom Weikert

Joel 2:1-2, 12-17; Isa. 58:1-12; Ps. 103; 2 Cor. 5:20-6:10; Matt. 6:1-6, 16-21

Snow, Dust, and Ashes

O God I know I am but dirty snowmelt, dust, and ashes. Yet I know too that you hate me not nor 
do you hate any other of your works. May it be now, through Jesus Christ, that I be given a new 
and contrite heart. Amen.

Only a couple of weeks ago the weather was very trying for many of us. In our twenty years of 
living in these beautiful foothills we have never seen so much snow at one time. Never before in 
my life have I had to spend so much time and energy just surviving. The power was on and off, 
mostly off; the generator was low on fuel, the roads were impassable, the Internet was on and off
(mostly off), the firewood was almost inaccessible, the cellphone wouldn’t work, and the 
phone…is still on and off (mostly off). For nine consecutive days my body’s predominant 
waking activities were shovel, eat, shovel, eat, shovel, eat, for hours and hours, it still hurts to 
raise my arms. But while enduring all this I had a lot of time to think, think, think, and my 
thoughts turned to Lenten themes.

I thought of snow, dust, and ashes. How like the beautiful snowflakes I was in my innocent 
youth, and how I floated effortlessly down onto the waiting earth. And sometimes I nourished 
the earth but too many other times I piled up and piled up and piled up upon it and crushed out 
the life beneath it by my iniquities, by the things I did and the things I failed to do. And the Me 
Snowbank got dirty, and dirtier, and ugly indeed at times before it melted away…leaving too 
often dust and ashes in its wake. 

During our snowbound days, when the satellite dish was clear enough and we could 
communicate, messaging was dominated by news of my brother George. George is still very ill 
and immobilized very far away and he can’t talk to us and his principal noninstitutional 
caregiver, his wife, won’t talk to us; the main channel of communication is a niece who cannot 
be with George consistently and there’s more, lots more; but I’ve tried your patience enough 
already. The point is that while I was shoveling, shoveling, shoveling I had a lot of time to think 
about my relationship with my brother and to repent of my guilt in the feebleness of that 
relationship. Brother and I see have seen eye to eye on very little and so I avoided him and now 
it’s too late and Oh God forgive me for the things I should have done but have not done.

The prophets we read for Ash Wednesday are not whisperers, they blow trumpets. Attention 
earthlings! Time is short, maybe for all, certainly for you in particular. Fast and repent, for 
trouble is coming. Fast by denying your own bent ego, fast by showing compassion to all God’s 
Creation; be compassionate toward family and remember all humanity is family; be 
compassionate toward the starving deer and the crushed young trees and the rocks and the breeze
and that doesn’t all make sense logically I know but then neither does God’s infinite, endless 
compassion for us sinners in sending us his Son to go to the Cross for us. Be compassionate, be 
reconciled. Love all like a brother or a sister or a Mother or a Father. Be compassionate. Give 
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when it’s time to give, feed, forgive, yet still know when to restrain from danger: compassion 
also can mean yanking the kid out of traffic or moving the aged parent from a place where she 
piles her junk mail on the stove and then turns it on to warm things up.

The gospel lesson is a bit of a problem; I wrestle with it like Jacob and come away limping: This 
time no trumpet blowing! Give your alms, that is, your compassion, prayer, and fasting…in 
secret?  No, No I cry out: too easy in my fallen nature to use this as a cover to NOT pray, fast, 
and give, for who will know the difference; the Devil murmurs this at my ear endlessly. So I 
remember that in the same Matthean Sermon on the Mount, as you know, in the previous chapter,
we are adjured to ‘let our light shine so people will SEE our good works and glorify God. Some 
of us, like me, HAVE to tell SOMEBODY what we are up to or we just won’t do it. So I agree 
here with the commentators who suggest what Jesus wants from us is to do those works but 
without bragging, with right motives, without ego, and with giving God the glory. 

Soon we will read the greatest penitential Psalm and the Litany of Penitence. Lord, I believe I 
have been a sinner from my mother’s womb, how unprovoked has been my sinning. To those 
who scoff at the idea of universal sinfulness I hold up the ubiquitous example of the Ugly 
Country Driver: two lanes, no passing, no place to turn off, lead car already exceeding the speed 
limit, but that’s not enough for Ugly Country Driver, he tailgates anyway because there’s nobody
else around to call him on it and because he can and because he’s a sinner from his mother’s 
womb. Lord, give me a clean heart, so I can rejoice again, live with your spirit, and praise You 
forever. May we think in concrete terms and from the heart while we pray the Litany, ponder it, 
perhaps review it at home: Lord I’m especially sorry for what I’ve left undone, especially in my 
family. I’m sorry for my stubborn unforgiveness toward some now gone, for my impatience with 
things I can’t control, for my inordinate appetites, for my failure to commend the faith, for my 
blindness to those in temporal need and to those who need the Gospel. I know that I am dirty 
snowmelt, dust, and ashes, yet I also know that I am redeemed, forgiven, all by the Cross, and 
I’m on my way-contrite yet quietly rejoicing. 

Amen
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